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Toys for the “Peaceful” Syrian Opposition

And while the British have stated, that they would have saved myriads of Syrian civilians in
front of a massacre, naturally by the blockade of the “Alead” with the three scheduled
reconditioned multifunctional helicopters type Mi-25 (Mi-24D “Hind”), the journalist Anhar
Kotchneva has published many pictures of a lot of seized weapons of the Terrorist “Free
Syrian Army” (FSA) after her trips to the Syrian city of Homs.

There are some interesting items between them:

In the picture below, you can see a M72 LAW from the far Pindostan (Pindosia, USA).

M72 LAW of the Free Syrian Army / FSA

You were not able to find such a weapon in Syria, until recently; but in the last time, you can
see this weapon frequently, e.g. on poser-videos of the armed gangs of the “Free Syrian
Army” (FSA) and in clips of the other radical groups of Islamists, criminals and mercenaries.

A sign for the recent and ongoing massive arms smuggling as well as for the “Western”
sources of financing.

NATO weapons of the Free Syrian Army / FSA

Explosive SUN 90 made in India

Firearms of the Free Syrian Army / FSA
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Ammo of the Free Syrian Army / FSA

Firearms of the Free Syrian Army / FSA

Firearms of the Free Syrian Army / FSA

Shells of the Free Syrian Army / FSA

ANNA-News  supplements  the  contributions  by  several  reports  about  the  securing  of
weapons, which are far more complicated and more expensive than the weapons which
could be seen some months ago.

These include thermal imaging devices, tons of ammunition of the caliber .308 (sniper
ammo), and the antihaemorrhagic compound “QuikClot”, which was developed and is still
used by the U.S. military.

On the one hand, these reports testify the tremendous increase in the arming and funding
from foreign powers (there are almost no more weapons of Soviet standards represented),
on the other hand, they testify the success of the Syrian Arab Army in the curbing of this so-
sponsored terrorism:

Land rover in the Syrian city of Homs

A Land rover in the Syrian city of Homs which was converted to an armored supply vehicle
of the security forces (in the picture: Anhar Kotchneva).

This vehicle is primarily used by the Syrian police in order to supply the checkpoints, which
one can only reach through streets which are observed by snipers of the “Free Syrian Army”
(FSA), but these vehicles are also used in order to bring Syrian civilians back to their homes,
where the civilians can fetch all the documents and valuables, which they had to left behind
in the hurry of the flee.

Anti-aircraft tank – converted for street fights

An  armored  anti-aircraft  vehicle  which  was  retrofitted  for  the  street  fight  (tracking  device
removed). It is parked at the stadium of Homs and is the only sure resource against the
snipers  of  the Western-backed “Free Syrian Army” (FSA).  (Date of  the last  two shots:
06/20/2012).
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